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We examine whether stock price prediction based on textual information in financial news can be improved as
previous approaches only yield prediction accuracies close to guessing probability. Accordingly, we enhance
existing textminingmethods byusingmore expressive features to represent text and by employingmarket feed-
back as part of our feature selection process. We show that a robust feature selection allows lifting classification
accuracies significantly above previous approaches when combined with complex feature types. This is because
our approach allows selecting semantically relevant features and thus, reduces the problem of over-fitting when
applying a machine learning approach.We also demonstrate that our approach is highly profitable for trading in
practice. The methodology can be transferred to any other application area providing textual information and
corresponding effect data.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

When analysts, investors and institutional traders evaluate current
stock prices, news plays an important role in the valuation process. In
fact, news carries information about the firm's fundamentals and qualita-
tive information influencing expectations of market participants. From a
theoretical point of view, an efficient valuation of a firm should reflect
the present value of the firm's expected future cash flows. The expecta-
tions on the firm's development are crucially dependent on the informa-
tion set that is available to investors. The information set consists of news
that contains qualitative as well as quantitative information from various
sources, e.g., corporate disclosures, third party news articles and analyst
reports. If financial news conveys novel information leading to adjusted
expectations about either firm's cash flows or investor's discount rates,
it affects stock returns [4,18]. In the news, not only financial figures
have a significant impact on stock price, but also the qualitative textual
components impact stock prices [27] when containing new information
[14,29].

Due to improved information intermediation, the amount of available
information has dramatically increased for the last decades. Since it is
getting increasingly difficult for investors to follow and consider all avail-
able information, automated classification of the most important infor-
mation becomes more relevant.

Research in automated classification of textual financial news is, how-
ever, in its infancy. Despite numerous attempts and application areas
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(c.f. [15]), prediction accuracies for the direction of stock prices follow-
ing the release of corporate financial news rarely exceeded 58% (see
Table 1)— an accuracy level hardly above random guessing probability
(50%) leaving room for substantial improvements.

Automated classification of textual news comprises text mining
which translates unstructured information into amachine readable for-
mat and mostly uses machine learning techniques for classification.
While suitable machine learning techniques for text classification are
well established [8,12], the development of suitable text representa-
tions is still part of ongoing research [24]. Essentially, text representa-
tion techniques refer to the way text is handled. One prominent
example is the bag-of-wordsmodel, which regards the text as a compi-
lation of unordered single words. In such a case, the feature type ‘single
words’ constitutes the text representation. More complex feature types
refer toword combinations. Clearly, not all words are needed to reflect a
given text; text mining is concerned with the search for the most rele-
vant features to represent the text.

Existing literature onfinancial textmining typically relies on very sim-
ple textual representations, such as the aforementioned bag-of-words
model. Further, the list of words used for text representation are created
either on the basis of dictionaries [17,28] or retrieved from the message
corpus based on actual occurrences of thewords. Despitewell researched
approaches to select the most relevant words or word combinations
based on exogenous feedback [8], existing work often relies on
frequency-based statistics of the message corpus, such as the informa-
tion retrieval measure TF-IDF [19] or, even simpler, the minimum oc-
currence of a word combination [24]. Having in mind that these
approaches used infinancial textmining are very simple and donot em-
ploy state-of-the-art methods, we expect potential for improvement
with respect to two areas: First, we need to explore more complex
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Table 1
Summary of related work (ordered by relevance to our work).

Author Data set Text mining — feature processing Machine learning

Text base Effect Feature type Selection method Market
feedback

Method Accuracy

Schumaker et al.
2009 [24]

US financial news Stock prices
(intraday)

Noun phrases Minimum occurrence
per document

No SVM 58.2%

Schumaker et al.
2012 [25]

US financial news Stock prices
(intraday)

Noun phrases Minimum occurrence
per document

No SVR 59.0%

Groth et al.
2009 [10]

German adhoc
announcements

Stock prices
(daily)

Bag-of-words Only stopword removal No SVM 56.5%

Mittermayr
2004 [19]

US financial news Stock prices
(daily)

Bag-of-words TF IDF: selecting 1000 terms No SVM −1

Wüthrich et al.
1998 [30]

Worldwide general
news

Index prices
(daily)

Bag-of-words Pre-defined dictionaries No K-nn, ANNs,
naïve Bayes

Not
comparable

Li 2010 [16] US corporate filings Stock prices
(daily)

Bag-of-words Pre-defined dictionaries No Naïve Bayes Not available

Antweiler et al.
2004 [1]

US message postings Stock prices
(intraday)
and volatility

Bag-of-words Minimum information
criterion

No Combination:
Bayes, SVM

Not available

Das & Chen
2007 [7]

US message postings Stock and
index prices
(daily)

Bag-of-words Pre-defined dictionaries No Combination
of different
classifiers

Not
comparable

Tetlock et al.
2008 [28]

US financial news Stock prices
(daily)

Bag-of-words Pre-defined dictionary No Ratio of negative
words

Not available

Groth et al.
2011 [11]

German adhoc
announcements

Intraday market
risk

Bag-of-words Chi2-based feature selection Yes SVM Not
comparable

Butler et al.
2009 [3]

US annual reports 1-Year market drift N-Gram Minimum occurrence
per document

No Proprietary distance
measure

Not
comparable
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and expressive features (e.g., word combinations) that may be capable
of capturing the underlying semantics of the text messages. Second,
these features should be combinedwith a robust selection procedure
to pick those features that can best discriminate between news mes-
sages entailing positive or negative stock price effects. The assess-
ment of whether or not a message contained positive or negative
content requires the reaction of the stock market response to the
message as feedback. Thus, an appropriate feature selection method
cannot rely on frequency-based statistics of the corpus as the only
measure, but has to utilize exogenous market feedback instead.

Most related research in this area suffers from the fact that each re-
searcher uses his proprietary method and evaluates those methods on
the ground of a proprietary data set. As a consequence, the results of re-
lated methods are vaguely comparable to each other. To make our re-
sults comparable, we rebuild previous approaches in our evaluation to
allow for benchmarking on the same data set. We use corporate disclo-
sures from two different sources as a data set. These disclosures only
contain firm-value relevant facts and thus are very suitable for develop-
ing, improving and testing our approach.

Our study shows that features capturing context, i.e., combinations of
words, push prediction accuracies significantly above those of related re-
search approaches (up to 76%) when combined with a feature selection
that utilizes feedback from the stock market. Practical applicability is
demonstrated by a trading simulation based on backtesting results. It
turns out that the implemented, albeit simple, trading strategy is highly
profitable.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we
describe the generic steps in text classification and conduct a compre-
hensive review of relevant research on the prediction of stock price
effects based on qualitative information. The review targets the main
differences and exposes the shortcomings of former research. Section 3
presents the design of our own approach for analyzing qualitative infor-
mation and pinpoints the main innovations compared to existing work.
In Section 4, we benchmark our approach by rebuilding existing
approaches and discuss the results. Section 5 performs a trading simula-
tion (backtesting) under conditions close to reality. In Section 6,we sum-
marize the paper and outline implications of applying our algorithm
outside capital market research.

2. Related work

Existing approaches infinancial prediction literaturemainly differ in
three aspects, being the (i) data set corresponding to a certain applica-
tion field, the text mining approach, i.e., (ii) the feature processing and
(iii) themachine learning algorithm. Accordingly, related work is struc-
tured along these three aspects:

i. The data set consists of two distinct subsets: the textual message
base and corresponding stock market reaction following the an-
nouncement of these messages (e.g., stock price reactions).

ii. The feature processing task is an automated process step to gener-
ate machine readable information that adequately represents the
content of the text

iii. The machine learning algorithm classifies the text based on the
output of feature processing and is used for predicting the stock
market reaction.

When comparing the performance of different approaches in litera-
ture, it is important to consider the data set used for analysis (Table 1 —

Data set). As classification tasks vary in difficulty and – depending on
the content of the news – some messages are easier to classify than
others, performance is only comparable if the same or a very similar
data set is used. In the area of financial prediction, the data set always



1 Results not directly comparable since 3 states (positive, negative, neutral) are predicted.
Precision rates for positive (6%) and negative (5%) events are very low. Accuracy for positive
and negative events can be calculated from provided figures and is at only 2.5%.
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consists of two distinct subsets: on the one hand, the textual message
base containing financial news and corporate disclosures and, on the
other hand, the corresponding stock market reaction following the an-
nouncement of these messages (i.e., the exogenous stock market feed-
back). Possible stock market reactions range from pure stock price
movements for various time-spans to volume and volatility changes.

The feature processing is a crucial part of textmining and can be char-
acterized by the three common preparatory steps, being feature extrac-
tion, feature selection and feature representation.

Feature extraction typically denotes the process step in text mining
used to define the type of features that best reflect the content of themes-
sage and parse all messages to extract features. As previously mentioned
the simplest approach – called “bag-of-words” – uses frequencies of
single discrete words to represent text. Thus, the bag-of-words model
is not capturing any semantics between words. More sophisticated ap-
proaches being discussed in literature use combinations of words as fea-
tures such as Noun-phrases (e.g., “the big black cat”) or any sequence of
words (i.e., N-Gram).

The subsequent step, commonly denoted as feature selection, re-
duces the number of features by aiming to remove redundant data to
obtain the optimal subset, in a sense that the subset is as small as possi-
ble but still retains all the relevant information. An extensive overview
of different feature selection methods is provided by [8]. If features are
selected thoroughly, it is expected that the feature set will contain only
the most relevant information from the input data instead of the
full-sized redundant input. Essentially, three different approaches for
feature selection can be observed in literature:

1. Dictionary-based: The dictionary-based approach employs an
established dictionary, where domain experts have manually
identified the most relevant words [17,28]

2. Feature selectionwithout exogenousmarket feedback: Instead of using a
dictionary, features are derived solely from information in the mes-
sage corpus. In addition to very simple measures for relevant words
requiring a minimum occurrence as in [24], literature also employs
more sophisticated methods. For example [19], selects the features
based on the concept of TF IDF (i.e., term frequency — inverse docu-
ment frequency) where occurrences of one term in the processed
document are related to the occurrences in all documents of the
data set [23]. However, these approaches only base feature selection
on endogenous information in the corpus and does not benefit from
exogenous feedback on how messages including certain features
were perceived by the stock market

3. Feature selection employing exogenousmarket feedback: Besides endog-
enous information in the corpus, feature selection can employ market
feedback as an exogenous effect to select the most relevant features
discriminating between positive and negative messages [8,31].

Having identified themost relevant features, the next step of feature
representation is a mechanical processing step needed to transform the
relevant information in a computer-readable format (e.g., document
vectors). Based on the computer-readable format of the feature pro-
cessing step, the machine learning algorithm classifies the information
content text which is used for predicting the stock market reaction.
One major peculiarity of machine learning approaches (e.g., artificial
neural networks, support vector machines (SVMs), and naïve Bayes
classification) is that the algorithms automatically learn to identify pat-
terns using a training set [22]. Those patterns can be used for classifica-
tion to data different than the training set (i.e., validation set). However,
comparing different approaches in previous work, it seems that results
are not dramatically dependent on the applied machine learning ap-
proach. The main metric to measure the performance of the classifica-
tion task is the accuracy— the number of messages classified correctly.

These three aspects, being data set, feature processing, and machine
learning, characterize previous work in financial prediction. Table 1 ex-
hibits related work according to this systematic approach. The main
metrics used to express the performance of the approaches is the
accuracy, defined as the number of accurately classified messages.
This metric reported in Table 1 should be used with caution, as we
displayed the accuracy level claimed in the respective papers. A com-
parison is not possible per-se as different data sets are used. Nonethe-
less, the numbers give an initial appraisal of the approaches.

For the discussion of related work, we first focus on closely related
studies which predict short-term stock price reactions based on financial
news by using machine learning algorithms. Our work is most closely re-
lated to Schumaker and Chen [24] who are one of the first to explore the
impact of different feature types as input for their SVM classification. Be-
side the extraction of single words and named entities, a proprietary tool
was used to identify and aggregate noun phrases based on lexical seman-
tic and syntactic tagging. However, feature selection remained rather sim-
ple: Only those featureswere selected that occurred at least three times in
a document. Prediction accuracy did not exceed 58.2%. We mainly differ
from [24] by applying exogenous-feedback-based feature selection to
limit our feature set to the most relevant. Additionally, we find value in
also including verbs into our features, unlike [24]'s noun phrases and
named entities. Our features are based on 2-word combinations which
may occur with word distances greater than zero. These word combina-
tions are not limited to nouns, articles, and other determiners, but also
may include verbs.

In a later attempt, Schumaker et al. [25] combined their approach with
sentiment analysis techniqueswhich slightly improved accuracies to 59.0%.

Another closely related study was performed by [10] who focus on
German adhoc announcements to have verifiable stock price effects.
However, the authors' research can hardly be generalized due to its fairly
small sample size of only 423 messages which need to be divided into
training and validation set. In addition, their work is influenced by the
fact that the authors refrain from performing any feature selection and
rather use all words after having removed known frequent, but less
meaningful words such as stopwords. As the authors admit, their data
set is skewed and contains more positive than negative news. Always
guessing ‘positive’ delivered a higher accuracy (~60%) than the proposed
SVM-based approach (~56%). Thus, results are evenbelowguessingprob-
ability. Unlike the approach of [10], [19] employs a feature selection to
focus on relevant words: the TF IDF score relates to the occurrences of
one term in a processed document to the occurrence in all documents
of the data set. However, the prediction accuracy for positive andnegative
events is not directly specified in a comparable manner, but can be esti-
mated to be lower than in other previous work.1

Other studies are less closely related to our work and differ in classi-
fication approach and data set. Thus, results are not comparable to previ-
ously discussed studies. Wüthrich et al. [30] were one of the first to use
machine learning and text mining techniques supporting financial deci-
sion making. They predict stock index movements based on a pre-
defined financial dictionary using differentmachine learning approaches
such as K-nn, artificial neural networks and naïve Bayes. Similarly Li [16],
employs several pre-defined dictionaries and a naïve Bayesian approach
to predict stock returns based on US corporate filings. Not using financial
news, but rather internet stockmessage postings [1], predictmarket vol-
atility and stock return. Similar to [19], they refrain from using a dictio-
nary and select the features from the message corpus by applying the
minimum information criterion. They find that the effect of messages
on stock returns is statistically significant, but economically small. Pre-
diction accuracies are not specified. Like [1], [7] predict stock returns
based on US internet stockmessage postings using a combination of sev-
eral classifiers. They also make use of pre-defined dictionaries.

Renowned work in the financial literature has been published by [27]
who use just negative words in Wall Street Journal and Dow Jones News
articles to create a contentmeasure andpredict stock returns. The content
measure classifiesmessages as positive or negative based on theHarvard-
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IV-4 psychosocial dictionary — a selection of words widely used in psy-
chological studies. Instead of prediction accuracies, the authors specify
an R2 of 0.24% between their content measure and the observed stock
returns.

A similar text message base, but different capital market effects
are used by [11] and [3]. Groth andMuntermann [11] predict intraday
market risk based on German adhoc announcements and use single
words as features. The authors are one of the few in the field to em-
ploy Chi2-based feature selection including exogenous market feed-
back. However, accuracy values are not comparable to our work due
to a different classification task, i.e., the prediction of intraday market
risk. Butler and Keselj [3] predict one-year stock price developments
relative to a benchmark based on historic annual reports. The authors
use N-Gram as features and select features based on a minimum oc-
currence. For the classification task, the authors use a proprietary sta-
tistical measure. Accuracies reach relatively high values (up to 70%),
but are not comparable to our classification task.

When comparing performance of literature in intraday or daily stock
price prediction, accuracy levels below 60% are observed. However, in
practice, data sets are often skewed, i.e., contain more positive than neg-
ativemessages or vice versa [10]. If there aremoremessages in one class,
guessing probability for binary prediction variables is not at 50%, but at
the ratio of the class with most messages. Consequently, it is important
to account for the mix of positive and negative messages in the data set
to assess the added value of the proposed approaches — what previous
work often lacked to do. For many real data sets, an accuracy of 50%–
60% could be achieved by trivially predicting the majority class. Thus,
current accuracy levels below 60% indicate substantial room for im-
provement in the underlying text mining technology.
3. Research design

In this section, we structure the substantial room for improvement
indicated by related work. We formulate three research questions
which will guide the design of our text mining approach.
3.1. Research questions

Analysis of literature on intraday or daily stock price prediction indi-
cated potential for improvement of the underlying text mining ap-
proach. Despite increasing performance for text classification tasks [8],
financial prediction literature has not focused on using robust feature
selection with exogenous market feedback to choose the most relevant
features. As the number of possible combinations increases for more
complex and expressive features, it becomes more relevant to select
the features that could discriminate best between positive and negative
effects. In our first research question, we examine the impact of feature
selection for different feature types:
Feature 
Extraction 

Feature 
Selection

Fe
Repre

Text 
Messages 

• Parsing and 
extraction of 
different feature 
types, i.e. words 
and word 
combinations 

• Stemming 

• Textual data set 
of corporate 
disclosures 

• Exogenous 
feedback: Stock 
price effects 

Exogenous 
feedback 

(stock price data) 

• Selection of most 
relevant features 
based on exogenous 
stock market 
feedback 

• Stopword removal 

• T

Data Set Feature processing 

1 2 

Fig. 1. Overview of methodology fo
Question 1: Does feature selection improve accuracies for complex
features (i.e., more complex than single words)?

Another potential for improvement addresses the fact that prior
research has almost exclusively relied on the bag-of-words ap-
proach. This approach can hardly capture any semantics of the
text and, in particular, cannot capture the context of a word (e.g.,
if ‘increase’ is mentioned in conjunction with ‘cost’ or with ‘earn-
ings’). Consistent with [24], we expect better predictive abilities
for more complex features also capturing semantics and pieces of
context in the text. This leads to our second research question:

Question 2: What is the impact of different feature types on classifica-
tion accuracy?

The large number of possible combinations for complex features
(such as 2-Gram, noun phrases or 2-word combinations) drives down
actual occurrences per feature in the overall message corpus increasing
the risk of over-fitting. Over-fitting describes the fact that machine
learning algorithms learn relations and structural dependencies in the
training set which do not exist in reality and accordingly cannot be
transferred to the validation set. Over-fitting occurs when a larger num-
ber of features are used for learning than messages in the training set
(i.e., high number of degrees of freedom [5]). This leads to the third re-
search question which details research question 1 by highlighting one
driver behind the improved accuracy:

Question 3: Does feature selection reduce over-fitting?

As previous questions are of theoretical nature, it is desirable that
results actually can be exploited in practice. This implies that invest-
ment decisions based on generated trading signals by our approach
are profitable even if trading commissions and liquidity restrictions
are considered. This leads to our fourth research question:
Question 4: Can previous findings be used to establish a profitable
trading strategy?

3.2. Text mining with context-capturing features

Based on the stated research questions, this subsection is dedicated to
the presentation of our approach and how the research questions can be
addressed. Analyzing unstructured information in the shape of text re-
quires a complex processing algorithm. In order to classify text, exoge-
nous feedback as base for the classification is required. In our case, the
positive or negative stock price reaction constitutes the exogenous feed-
back for each news message. For simplification, the corresponding text
messages will subsequently be denoted as “positive” and “negative”
messages.

We design a four step approach in order to process text messages
and combine them with their exogenous feedback (Fig. 1). The four
ature 
sentation 
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Table 2
Examples for feature types.

Feature type Feature example

Single words Record
Loss

2-Gram Increase dividend
Net loss

2-Word combination Guidance […] upwards
Expect […] lower

Noun phrase Ongoing positive result
A difficult market environment

Word L1 
Word L2 

Word Ln 

W
or

d
R

1
W

or
d

R
2

W
or

d
R

n

0 

... ... ... 
3 ... 0 

1 ... 2 0 

1 ... 2 2 0 
... face a weakening of our forecast for Asia ... 

Word L Word R 

 maximum word distance = 5 

b) a) 

weakening forecast 

Fig. 2. Overview of methodology for financial news classification.
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steps basically represent the three text processing steps, i.e., feature ex-
traction, feature selection, feature representation, and, as the final step,
the machine learning: We use a subset of the data to train the machine
learning algorithm. After training, the support vector machine (SVM) is
able to classify the remaining text messages into positive and negative.
We measure the accuracy by comparing our classification results to the
observed effects. Thus, our approach is a state-of-the-art text mining
approach with enhanced feature extraction and selection.

The four steps of our algorithm can be described as follows:

1. In feature extraction, we first define the feature type (e.g., words or
word combinations) that best reflects the content of the message
and second parse all messages to extract their features. We base
our features on all words transported within the body of each
message, i.e., we remove tables and graphs. During the parsing we
extract each word separately. In order to remove redundancy
betweenwords with the sameword stem, but a different commoner
or inflexional ending, we employ the Porter Stemmer [21]. Thus, we
extract only word stems. For the experiment, each of the following
feature types is extracted from the text:

• Dictionary-approach — for determining the feature list, no features
are retrieved from the corpus. Instead, single words from the posi-
tive and negative word list in the Harvard-IV-4 psychosocial dictio-
nary are used [27].

• Single words retrieved from the corpus— this representationwhich
is also called bag-of-words ismost oftenused in literature [10,11,19].

• N-Gram — a sequence of N words, letters or syllables (as in [3]).
Performance of 3-Gram was slightly weaker than 2-Gram since
3-Gram suffer from a high number of combinations causing a
rapid decrease in actual frequencies per feature. Thus, 2-Gram
were used in our experiment.

• Noun-phrases — a phrase whose head is a noun or a pronoun, op-
tionally accompanied adjectives or other determiners (as in [24]).
Noun phrases are extracted using the Stanford Parser [13].

• 2-Word combinations— this feature type embodies an extension of
the word-based 2-Gram, allowing a word distance greater than
zero between twowords. In our case, we use amaximumword dis-
tance offive to allow for a certain degree of flexibilitywhile limiting
combinations across different sub clauses (see Fig. 2a).
In contrast to noun phrases, this feature type is not limited to certain
parts of speech, butmay also contain verbs and adverbs— as long as
the feature selection attests high explanatory power. As this feature
type has not beenused in literature yet, it is described inmoredetail.
For creation of the feature list, the occurrences of each combination
of two words are counted in a 2×2-matrix with all possible English
single words in the corpus for each dimension. As the order of the
two words does not matter, only the upper triangle is used (see
Fig. 2b). Table 2 gives examples for the described feature types.

2. In feature selection, we exclude features that are of a lower explanatory
power. As explanatory power we define the ability to differentiate
betweenpositive andnegativemessages. First,we take out stopwords,
such as “and” and “or”, as these words have no innate differentiation
power since they are part of any text document. Second, we calculate
the explanatory power by using two known feature selection
methods: Chi-square and Bi-normal-separation. These two methods
have been chosen as they both have been found best-performing
in [6]. In addition, both methods are structurally different in the
way they incorporate exogenous market feedback. Chi-square com-
pares the observed frequencyOi of the feature iwithin the set of pos-
itive messages with its expected frequency Ei, and normalizes the
squared deviation. This deviation will be calculated for all four possi-
ble outcomes j, i.e., feature in positive/negative message and feature
not in positive/negativemessage. The sumof all four normalized devi-
ations constitutes the X2-statistic.

χ2 ¼
X4
j¼1

Oij−Eij
� �2

Eij
:

Utilizing this X2-statistic each feature receives a value for higher or
lower deviation from the expected. Words that usually influence in-
vestors' decisions carry higher values. Words having less influence
on the decision, as they occur uniformly in positive and negativemes-
sages, will receive lower values. To evaluate whether a word carries
higher or lower explanatory power we calculate the p-value based
on the Chi-square test. We cut-off the feature list at a p-value of 5%,
i.e., we obtain a feature list with at least 95% confidence level that
the average investor bases his investment decision also on these fea-
tures.
The second feature selection method is called Bi-normal separation
(BNS) measuring the separation between the prevalence of the fea-
tures in the class of positive messages and the class of negative mes-
sages. Interestingly, it is rarely used in literature, but delivered
superior results for higher number of features [8]. BNS is defined as

BNS ¼ F−1 Oi;pos

pos

� �
−F−1 Oi;neg

neg

� �

where F−1 is the standard normal distribution's inverse cumulative
probability function (i.e., z-score) and pos being the number of



Table 4
Content categories of textual news base.

Category Rel. frequency Absolute frequency

Financial reports 56.7% 8138
M&A 8.5% 1219
Change in management 4.8% 685
Capital increase 2.9% 417
Share buyback 2.3% 329
Major order 1.7% 244
Cooperation 1.4% 203
Product/manufacturing news 1.1% 162
Dividend 1.0% 138
Joint-venture 0.8% 118
Restructuring 0.8% 111
Other capital measure 0.8% 108
Litigations 0.6% 89
Shareholder structure 0.5% 74
Listing 0.4% 54
Other 15.7% 2259
Grand total 100% 14,348

Table 3
Excerpt of stemmed feature list (2-word combinations).

No. Pos. word P-value BNS-score Neg. word P-value BNS-score

1 strong grow 0.046% 1.005 uncertainti fiscal b0.001% −1.070
2 serv increas 0.160% 0.940 forecast

downward
b0.001% −1.070

3 record ratio 0.160% 0.940 loss because 0.030% −0.942
4 takeov

becom
0.106% 0.964 insolven custom 0.145% −0.720

5 licens cancer 1.3% 0.794 due difficulti 0.249% −0.834
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positive message and neg the number of negative messages. In
correspondence to Chi-square, Oi,pos (Oi,neg) denotes the observed fre-
quency feature i within the set of positive (negative) messages. To
avoid the undefined value F−1(0), zero is substituted by a very small
number, i.e., 0.0005 [8]. The main structural difference of BNS is that
it focuses only on the actually occurring words in a document as op-
posed to Chi-square which also includes the count of features not oc-
curring in a message. Accordingly, the absence of a word in a
message of a certain context is not attributed a special meaning. Intu-
itively, this ignorance of absent words could be an advantage as, for
example, the absence of the word “share buyback” has no influence
in a message signaling that a large contract has been won. Comparing
our word list to the negative word list of the Harvard-IV-4 dictionary
reveals superiority of incorporating market feedback into the feature
selection. On the onehand, the dictionary does not reflect specific sub-
ject lingo like “bankruptcy”, “insolvency” and “lawsuit”. All of them
may embody a very negative meaning in the economic field. On the
other hand, the dictionary assumes a negative meaning for words
which can be positive in a certain context. The words “cancer” and
“disease” are surely part of the negative word list, but are assigned a
positive meaning in our approach. The explanation is intuitive: Albeit
cancer is a very serious disease, it also represents a fast-growing mar-
ket segment for pharmaceutical companies. Table 3 shows exemplary
2-word combinations of our stemmed feature list with high explana-
tory power (i.e., low p-value). The 2-word combination “however
due” indicates that semantics within a sentence also contain value.
Subordinate clauses introducedwith “however” or “due”might justify
a negative development.

3. In feature representation, we design a vector for each message based
on all selected features in step 2. There are numerous methods of
representing a feature within a vector. We found that a feature is
best represented using TF IDF [23].

4. In the machine learning step, we use a support vector machine
(SVM) on combinations of messages, represented in feature
vectors, and their consequent stock price effects. For this pur-
pose, the stock price reaction caused by the news event is
transformed into a binary measure, i.e., ‘0’ for negative price ef-
fect and ‘1’ for positive. We use an SVM since previous findings
confirm it to be the best available machine learning method for
text classification tasks [8,12,32] and for financial prediction
[10,11]. Further, in a pilot study, we compared the performance
of artificial neural networks, naïve Bayes and SVMs and found
SVMs to be best performing.
While relying on standard approaches for feature representation
and machine learning, the main contribution of this paper is the
combination of advanced feature types with a feedback-based fea-
ture selection. The results of the evaluation in the next chapter
show the value-add of feature selection for different feature types.

4. Evaluation

In this section, we apply our text mining approach to a set of corpo-
rate disclosures. As we are interested in the impact of the feature
selection on performance, we use two advanced feature selection
methods, Bi-normal separation (BNS) and Chi-square (Chi2), with differ-
ent types of features. For comparison, we benchmark our approach by re-
producing approaches in literature and applying them to the same data
set.

4.1. Data set

We confront our methodology with real data consisting of two com-
ponents: the textual news base and stock price effects as exogenous feed-
back. The textual news base comprises corporate announcements
from Germany and the UK published between 1997 and 2011. The
announcements were obtained from two different sources: DGAP
(“Deutsche Gesellschaft für Adhoc-Publizität”) and EuroAdhoc.

Regulatory requirements in many countries (e.g., US, UK, and Germa-
ny) oblige listed companies to publish any material facts that are
expected to affect the stock price by an authorized intermediate publish-
er, such as the DGAP and EuroAdhoc. Thus, our data set is an excellent
choice for evaluating our text mining approach as the text messages
and the stock price reactions have a tight logical connection due to regu-
latory requirements. Additionally, by focusing onmaterial facts, the news
set contains a pre-selection of relevant news from the set of all available
financial news [20]. The data set features news that include facts on de-
viations of financial results from earlier expectations, management
changes, M&A transactions, major orders and other types (Table 4).

From theoverall data set,we removedpenny stocks and required each
message to have aminimumof 50words in total.We impose these filters
to limit the influence of outliers and avoid messages that only contain
tables.

Finally, we obtained 10,870 corporate announcements from our first
source DGAP eligible for our experiment. Thereof, we randomly (i.e.,
without temporal distinction) selected 50% of the messages for training
of our machine learning method and the remainder for validation. In ad-
dition, we used the 3478 obtained news articles from our second source
EuroAdhoc as an additional validation and test set in order to examine
to what extent our approach can be generalized to confirm our results.
The data set can beused for data triangulation as EuroAdhoc covers differ-
ent companies and includes news from other countries such as the UK.

Based on the publication date and time of the corporate announce-
ment, and the international securities identification number (ISIN) of
the company that initiated the disclosure, we obtained the publicly avail-
able stock price information from Datastream.

The stock price analysis on the event day is based on daily open
and close prices. For events during trading hours, the stock price ef-
fect is calculated between open and close auctions. For events occur-
ring outside trading hours, the effect calculation is based on close prices
of the previous day and open prices. One could argue that not using
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Fig. 3. Share of intraday news over time.

Table 6
Number of features employed.

Feature type Freq-based
feature reduction

Chi2-based
feature selection

BNS-based feature
selection

Single words I: based on 3,106 – –
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intraday stock prices for events occurring during trading hours, intro-
duces potential inaccuracies. However, several reasons favor an approxi-
mation by open and close prices. First, open and close auctions have
higher volumes and lead to more valid prices. Second, there is no defini-
tion of how long pricing of new information takes and assumptions
need to be made [9]. Third, the high number of events is expected to bal-
ance out noise before and after the event. Based on the stock price effect, a
binary measure of the sign is created to label all text messages as either
‘positive’ or ‘negative’.

Companies historically published the larger share of news (~64%) out-
side tradinghours. However, in recent years, this trendhas shifted and the
majority of news is now published intraday (~55%, see Fig. 3). For
assessing classification performance, the full data set is used to allow for
an as large as possible data set. Even for news outside trading hours, the
stock price effect can be successfully captured by comparing open prices
with close prices of the previous day. However, for the trading simulation
in Section 5, we focus on intraday news as only those could actually be
traded on the stock market.

Our data set is skewed and containsmore positive than negative news
(Table 5). A trivial majority classifier which would be always guessing
‘positive’ could reach 58.3% accuracy for the DGAP set and 53.3% for the
EuroAdhoc set. These accuracies will form the benchmark for our
evaluation.

4.2. Evaluation approach

By reproducing approaches in literature and applying to the samedata
set, we can reasonably benchmark our approach in a same-data compar-
ison. Every feature extraction approach is conducted once with feature
selection based on market feedback and once just based on a frequency-
based selection, i.e., simply by requiring a minimum occurrence in the
corpus per feature (as e.g., [3,24]). Thereby, we can demonstrate the im-
provements feasible by selecting features based on market feedback.

For exogenous-feedback-based feature selection, the Chi2-approach
and the bi-normal separation (BNS) are used to choose themost relevant
features occurring in the message set. If no special feature selection is
performed, only stopwords are removed and all featureswith aminimum
occurrence of 15 are used for representation of textmessages. Imposing a
cut-off is essential for more complex features due to memory restrictions
Table 5
Distribution of positive and negative messages.

Effect Source: DGAP EuroAdhoc

Training set Validation set Validation set

Positive 57.1% 58.3% 53.3%
Negative 42.9% 41.7% 46.7%
and to save computational resources. For our corpus, we obtained
approximately2 million 2-word combinations making the use of all fea-
tures impossible. As features are not actually selected, but rather reduced
based on the frequencies, wewill denote this step “Freq-based feature re-
duction” in the remainder. Table 6 shows the number of respective fea-
tures used for the classification task. The number of features depends
on the possible combinations for the feature type and the likelihood
to occur in a message. Obviously, for features based on more than one
word, more combinations are possible. Most combinations are possible
for 2-Gram and 2-word combinations. However, 2-word combinations
are more likely to occur in an article; thus, more combinations exceed
the thresholds for minimum occurrence and p-value. With an increasing
number of theoretically possible features, a robust feature selection be-
comes increasingly important.

4.3. Evaluation results based on prediction accuracies

Results were obtained by running the SVMwith a linear kernel which
delivered best performance for text classification tasks using a very high
number of features [12]. Table 7 shows the classification results on both
validation sets. Accuracy is measured as a percentage of correctly classi-
fied messages. For all five feature types, we performed training and vali-
dation, with each of our two market feedback based feature selection
methods and oncewith frequency-based reduction only. Only for the dic-
tionary approach (single word), did we not perform a feature selection as
the dictionary constitutes an alternative feature selection method.

Formeasuring performance,many recent studies use the F1-measure:
the harmonic average of precision (i.e., the percentage ofmessages classi-
fied as positive that actually are positive) and recall (i.e., the percentage of
positives that are classified as positive). Depending on the application
field, it may be beneficial to focus on precision (if costs of false positives
are high, as e.g., filtering out a legitimate e-mail in a spam-filter [8]).
dictionary
Single words II: retrieved
from corpus

2,463 1,158 1,259

2-Grama 11,247 6,053 6,652
2-Word combinations 63,902 22,361 29,055
Noun phrases 6,249 2,018 2,817

a Performance of 3-Gram was slightly weaker than 2-Gram and is therefore not
listed. 3-Gram suffer from a high number of combinations causing a rapid decrease in
actual frequencies per feature.



Table 7
Classification accuracies for different feature types.

Feature type Data I: DGAP Data set II: EuroAdhoc

Freq-based feature
reduction

Chi2-based feature
selection

BNS-based feature
selection

Freq-based feature
reduction

Chi2-based feature
selection

BNS-based feature
selection

Single words I: based on dictionary 62.1% – – 53.9% – –

Single words II: retrieved from corpus 62.0% 63.0% 62.9% 54.7% 54.4% 55.2%
2-Gram 58.0% 65.5% 65.7% 54.1% 56.3% 58.1%
2-Word combinations 62.0% 72.6% 76.3% 54.0% 60.6% 65.4%
Noun phrases 61.3% 63.1% 64.7% 54.7% 54.9% 57.0%
Benchmark: trivial majority
classifier

58.2% 53.3%

Table 8
Classification performance for different feature types measured by R2.

Feature type Data I: DGAP Data set II: EuroAdhoc

Freq-based feature
reduction

Chi2-based feature
selection

BNS-based feature
selection

Freq-based feature
reduction

Chi2-based feature
selection

BNS-based feature
selection

Single words I: based on dictionary 4.7% – – 0.1% – –

Single words II: retrieved from corpus 4.7% 4.7% 5.9% 0.4% 1.0% 0.4%
2-Grama 1.3% 8.5% 4.4% 0.3% 2.7% 2.5%
2-Word combinations 4.9% 15.3% 20.2% 0.9% 7.4% 9.4%
Noun phrases 3.8% 6.2% 4.6% 0.4% 0.3% 2.1%

a Performance of 3-Gram was slightly weaker than 2-Gram and is therefore not listed. 3-Gram suffer from a high number of combinations causing a rapid decrease in actual fre-
quencies per feature.
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However, in our case, a trading engine based on signals of our news clas-
sificationwould face equal misqualification costs, i.e., the cost of getting a
positive or a negative message wrong are equal. Thus, we focus on the
classification accuracy (number of correctly classified messages divided
by the total number of messages) as main performance measure.2

In a second performancemeasure, we also assess the ability to predict
the discrete value of the stock return. We use support vector regression
(SVR) to predict returns and calculate the R2 (squared correlation coeffi-
cient) between predicted and actually observed return. The optimization
behind the SVR is very similar to the SVM, but instead of a binarymeasure
(i.e., positive or negative), it is trained on actually observed returns.While
a binary measure can only be ‘true’ or ‘false’, this measure gives more
weight to greater deviations between actual and predicted returns than
to smaller ones. As profits or losses are higher with greater deviations,
this measure better captures actual trading returns to be realized.

Table 7 lists classification accuracies for different feature types and
feature selection methods. Analysis is performed separately for both
validation sets from DGAP and EuroAdhoc. Table 8 lists classification
performance based on R2 between predicted return by the SVM and
the actually observed return on the stock market.

In the following,wepresent ourfindings along our researchquestions.

Finding 1: Chi2-based and BNS-based feature selection improved classi-
fication accuracies for all feature types
Results show that all feature types benefited from the
Chi2-based and BNS-based feature selection,3 through an im-
proved accuracy and R2 for all validation experiments. The
highest performance on the first validation set (from DGAP)
with an accuracy of 76.3% and R2=20.2% was achieved for
the 2-word combination with BNS-based feature selection.
The 2-word combination benefited most from feature selec-
tion, singlewords least. This observation extends the findings
of Joachims [12] who relied on single words as text represen-
tation and only found limited benefits of feature selection in
2 We list precisions, recalls and F1-measures in detail in Appendix A.
3 The only exception is single words II with Chi2-based feature selection on the

EuroAdhoc data set.
combination with an SVM as machine learning approach.
BNS-based results aremostly stronger thanChi2-based results
for all feature types. Exceptions are found for 2-Gram and sin-
glewordswhere differences in performance areminimal. The
findings are confirmed by the second validation set. Again
feature selection increases accuracies for more complex fea-
ture types. Classification accuracies are generally lower as
training was performed on a different data set containing
e.g., different companies, different mix of message content
categories, and a different ratio of positive and negative mes-
sages. Highest classification accuracies were achieved again
for 2-word combinations using BNS-based feature selection
with an accuracy of 65.4% and R2=9.4%. For this set, BNS-
based feature selection outperforms the Chi2-based version
in all cases. The benchmark for all experiments is the trivial
majority classifier which always guesses ‘positive’ as there
are more positive than negative messages. Thus, the actual
guessing probability is 58.2% for the data set from DGAP and
53.3% for EuroAdhoc. Without feature selection, this bench-
mark is not substantially exceeded.

Finding 2: Classification accuracy increaseswith complexity of features
when Chi2-based or BNS-based feature selection is used
Classification performance increaseswith complexity and ex-
pressiveness of features— expressivenessmeaning the ability
of features to capture and express sentiment and explanatory
power. This is consistentwith thefindings of a previous study
[24] showing an increased performance for noun phrases
compared to single words. However, this performance
increase can only be observed when a feature selection
is employed. Without exogenous-feedback-based feature
selection, performance on the validation set is rather similar
for all feature types in both validation sets, i.e., ~62% accura-
cy for DGAP set and ~54–55% for EuroAdhoc set. Features
seem to develop their expressiveness only after selecting
the most relevant features and, thus, taking out the noise.
2-Word combinations without feature selection exhibit an
even lower performance than single words as they suffer



Table 9
Classification accuracies for different feature types on training set.

Feature type Data I: DGAP

Freq-based
feature
reduction

Chi2-based
feature
selection

BNS-based
feature
selection

Single words I: based on dictionary 63.7% – –

Single words II: retrieved from corpus 67.2% 67.0% 66.0%
2-Gram 80.1% 70.1% 69.3%
2-Word combinations 95.6% 88.0% 92.2%
Noun phrases 79.1% 65.1% 76.6%
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from a very high number of random combinations with low
expressiveness. The dictionary (single words I) shows a low
performance on the first validation set from DGAP (62.3%)
and lowest performance on the second validation set from
EuroAdhoc (53.9% accuracy, R2=0.1%). Single words re-
trieved from corpus only perform minimally better than the
dictionary. When using feature selection, more complex fea-
tures, i.e., built of more than one word, performed better
than single words. Best performance was achieved for
2-word combinations with BNS, outperforming noun phrases
and 2-Gram. 2-Word combinations may carry more expres-
siveness than 2-Gramas the two are not required to be subse-
quent and therefore offer a greater flexibility to capture
semantics of a sentence. Noun phrases may include more
than twowords and partially capture semantics in a sentence.
However, in contrast to 2-word combinations and 2-Gram,
noun phrases lack verbs and adverbs limiting their expres-
siveness.When combinedwith feedback-based feature selec-
tion, performance of noun phrases is close to, but still below
performance of 2-Gram.
After witnessing the performance increase by exogenous
feedback based feature selection, it is of interest to know
what caused the performance increase. We therefore investi-
gate the accuracies achieved on the training set leading us to
our third finding.

Finding 3: Using Chi2-based and BNS-based feature selection indicates
to reduce over-fitting
When using feature selection, we observe lower accuracy
values in the training set. However, we also observe higher
accuracy values on the validation set for complex feature
types. This indicates that over-fitting in the training set has
been reduced. The risk of over-fitting increases formore com-
plex features, such as 2-Gram, noun phrases or 2-word com-
binations. For these features, the higher number of possible
combinations leads to a higher number of features (but
with low frequency in the corpus). In particular, when a larg-
er number of features is used for learning than there are
Table 10
Examples for 2-word combinations better capturing the context than other feature types.

Type Feature Positive occurrences Negative occurrences p-Value

Single word good 599 344 4.30%

Single word dividend 659 450 0.20%
2-Gram sharp drop 1 14 0.00%
2-Gram drop(ped) sharp(ly) 3 5 21.37%
Single word short 283 274 0.00%
Single word forecast 1118 761 70.9%
messages in the training set, the risk of over-fitting increases
[5]. Thus, feature selection is needed to choose the features
with highest explanatory power and allow for high validation
accuracies.
It is obvious that just a further reduction of features (without
selection the most relevant) will decrease training accuracy
values. However, just reducing the number of features com-
promises accuracy on the validation set. Feature selection re-
duces the number of features, but increases accuracy, since it
only takes out less relevant features. Thus, over-fitting might
be actually reduced by feature selection.
For single words, feature selection is not beneficial. It still
slightly reduces accuracy values in the training set. However,
this could be attributed to the pure reduction in the number
of features (see Table 9).
An important remark relates to computational complexi-
ty. While feature selection, feature representation and
the final classification by the SVM are of polynomial com-
plexity [2], major differences between approaches arise
for feature extraction. Computational cost is mainly
driven by the number of words per text message, number
of used features and the corpus size, i.e., the number of
total messages. As the corpus size is a linear complexity
factor for all feature extraction methods, we primarily
focus on the other two factors.
Bag-of-words and2-Gram run inO(M∗F)withMas the num-
ber of words per message and F as the number of considered
features. For extraction of 2-word combinations, complexity
increases to O(M∗W∗F) with W as the maximum distance
between two words. However, the time consumed by the
part of speech tagger task cannot be bounded by a polynomial
[13]. A full parsing of our textual data set took one full day on
our system. Thus, noun phrases come at a very high
cost despite lower validation accuracies than 2-word
combinations.
4.4. Discussion of feature types

As results from the previous section demonstrated superior perfor-
mance for 2-word combinations, we want to shed light on why 2-word
combinations are more expressive and why they better capture the con-
text when used for financial text representation. Thus, we will compare
each feature type to 2-word combinations and give examples of why
2-word combinations were better able to capture the context and
meaning.

For single words, it is obvious that one word alone offers potential for
confusion and is very inaccurate in expressingmeaning. For example, the
word “good” occurred 599 times in positive messages and 344 times in
negative messages. Chi2 attested some discriminating power with a
p-value at 4.3%. Accordingly, the feature was included in the feature list.
However, in 344 cases the word “good”was mentioned in negative mes-
sages with the potential for confusion as in “… results have not been as
Resp. 2-word combination Positive occurrences Negative occurrences p-Value

highlight good 7 0 0.05%
need good 2 10 0.52%
lower dividend 0 7 0.25%
sharp drop 4 19 0.01%

forecast short 1 14 0.01%



Table 11
Share of messages containing a minimum number of features.

Minimum # of features 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

% of messages 100% 86% 78% 70% 63% 56% 49% 43% 38%
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good as…”. Although theword “not”will be a feature aswell, the SVMhas
no information that “not” is actually corresponding to “good”. “Not”might
just have been part of another sentence in the text.

Similarly, “dividend”has a positive tone (mentioned 679 times in pos-
itive and 450 times in negative messages at p-value of 0.2%). However,
“lower dividend” for 2-word combinations was never mentioned in pos-
itive, but 7 times mentioned in negative messages. The examples illus-
trate that 2-word combinations were able to capture the meaning and
context of a statement while single words were misleading (Table 10).

In contrast to 2-Gram, 2-word combinations may allow words in
between and can therefore capture a higher variety of meanings. Thus,
statements like “a slump in demand” or “… falls short of its earnings
forecast originally communicated…” can only be captured by 2-word com-
binations. Further, 2-Gram do not capture order of words: while “sharp
drop” vs. “dropped sharply” is the same feature for 2-word combinations
after stemming, 2-Gram will capture them as two different features de-
spite equivalent meaning.

The limited flexibility also limits performance of Noun phrases. Many
2-word combinations are not feasible for noun phrases (e.g., “dropped
sharply”) due to lack of verbs and adverbs and the fact that all words of
a noun phrase are subsequent. This is also expressed by the number of
discriminating features. Only 133 noun phrases receive a p-value of less
than 0.1%while 2-word combinations had 1673 features fulfilling this cri-
terion.With a lower number of discriminating features, it is more difficult
to represent a news message in an expressive way.

Finally, dictionaries are not tailored to content and often are based
on psychosocial analysis. Thus, the word set is limited and cannot cap-
ture all specifics and subject lingo of the underlying domain. Financial
dictionaries may add value by adding meaningful and subject relevant
terms. However,while somefinancial terms like “loss” and “insolvency”
have a clear and negative meaning, other financial terms like “revenue”
and “earnings” needmore words to actually describe a good or bad fact.

Despite 3106words in the dictionary,which is farmore than the num-
ber of features for single words retrieved from the corpus, not all mes-
sages contain a significant number of words in the dictionary. Table 11
lists the share ofmessages containing at least a certainminimumnumber
of words. For 14% of messages, decision is based on pure guessing as no
words from the dictionary occur in these messages at all. For 22% of mes-
sages, decision is based on one word or less. As seen from the analysis of
Table 12
Prediction accuracy by DGAP news content category (ordered by last column).

Category Count Accuracy
freq-based
feature
reduction

Accuracy
Chi2-based
feature
selection

Accuracy
BNS-based
feature
selection

Product/manufacturing news 44 79.5% 88.6% 88.6%
Restructuring 57 61.4% 78.9% 82.5%
Financial reports 3610 63.5% 74.8% 78.7%
Major order 98 71.4% 74.5% 78.6%
Cooperation 91 71.4% 76.9% 76.9%
Joint-venture 49 61.2% 67.3% 75.5%
Share buyback 121 67.8% 71.9% 75.2%
Capital increase 214 56.1% 68.2% 74.8%
Shareholder structure 38 68.4% 78.9% 73.7%
Lawsuit 32 56.3% 68.8% 71.9%
M&A 523 57.9% 68.6% 70.6%
Dividend 52 55.8% 69.2% 69.2%
Other 181 49.7% 63.0% 65.7%
Change in management 292 53.1% 60.6% 65.4%
Other capital measure 32 50.0% 50.0% 59.4%
Total 5434 62.0% 72.6% 76.3%
single words in this section, a random classification outcome is likely. If
we require at least 5words for a fact-baseddecision, only 56%ofmessages
are meaningfully classified. Thus, it is not astonishing that the trivial
guessing benchmark is hardly beaten.

4.5. Content-based evaluation results

When assessing performance, it is also important to look at the under-
lying message content. On the one hand, with a maximum 76.3% accura-
cy, a very good performancewas achieved, but on the other hand, there is
still a substantial gap towards a perfect 100%. This gap can be partially
explained by clarity and context sensitivity of themessage itself. Financial
market participants have expectations about firms. Each incoming news
message is compared against previous expectations. Thus, a very positive
financial result of a firmmight still result in a negative stockmarket effect
when it does not meet expectations of market participants. For some
news, even a human expertwill have difficulties to classifywhennot hav-
ing access to the context of the news. The context sensitivity naturally de-
pends on the content of the news, e.g., financial reports and mergers
always have to be seen in context. While it might be easier to assess if a
company's quarterly financial reporting is good or bad news just from
looking at the text (i.e., financial reports compare figures to previous
years and assess good or bad performance in written text), it will be
more difficult to assess if the announcement of a Change in Management
is positive or negative. It may require extensive knowledge of the
company's environment which may not be captured by the text of the
message. To illustrate context sensitivity for different news messages,
news messages in the validation set have been classified into content-
dependent categories based on labels and tagswhich news emitting com-
panies supplied with the news.

Table 12 illustrates the prediction accuracy brokendownbynews cat-
egories. The 2-word combination experimentwithdifferent feature selec-
tion methods served as base for the breakdown. It was picked since it
provided the highest accuracy values in our evaluation. High accuracies
were achieved for news about products, manufacturing, restructuring
and financial reports, and a low accuracy for the category “Other capital
measure”. Intuitively, the categories rank as expected. News about
restructuring and financial reports carry more relevant information
within the news message while diffuse categories as “Other” and “Other
capital measures” or “changes in management” are difficult to assess. In-
terestingly, different categories rank similarly for all feature selection
methods. This underlines that independent of the underlying textmining
process different news categories are of a different difficulty to classify.

5. Implications: simulation-based evaluation results

After analyzing classification performance in detail, this section vali-
dates if this approach can be applied in practice and howdifferent feature
types perform in comparison.We simulate the average achievable return
per trade following a simple trading strategy: For positive trading signals,
the underlying stock is bought (i.e., long position), for negative signals,
the underlying stock is short-sold (i.e., short position). The positions are
held until the end of the trading day. To ensure that simulated returns
can be realized in practice, we only select messages published during
trading hours. Further, we focus on the top 110 most liquid stocks (as in
HDAX composed by Deutsche Börse AG) to reduce liquidity restrictions
and better approximate actual returns. Thus, from allmessages in the val-
idation set, only ~1610 from DGAP and ~1340 from EuroAdhoc are used
for this experiment. Table 13 describes the average returns achievedwith
the described trading strategy. For each average return, also the 99.9%
confidence interval is achieved assuming that a normal distribution is
given.

Similar to Table 7, feature selection has a clear benefit. Also return per-
formance of different feature types ranks in the same order as classifica-
tion accuracies in Table 7. However, differences arise in the magnitude
of the return: Slight percentage changes in accuracy already lead to a



Table 13
Average return and confidence intervals (at α=0.1%) per trade dependent on feature selection.

Feature type Data I: DGAP Data set II: EuroAdhoc

Freq-based feature
reduction

Chi2-based feature
selection

BNS-based feature
selection

Freq-based feature
reduction

Chi2-based feature
selection

BNS-based feature
selection

Single words I: based on dictionary 0.6%
(0.3%; 1.1%)

– – 0.3%
(−0.1%; 0.7%)

– –

Single words II: retrieved from corpus 0.7%
(0.4%; 1.2%)

0.8%
(0.4%; 1.2%)

0.8%
(0.4%; 1.2%)

0.4%
(0.0%; 0.8%)

0.5%
(0.1%; 0.9%)

0.5%
(0.1%; 0.9%)

2-Gram 0.4%
(0.2%; 1.0%)

0.8%
(0.4%; 1.2%)

0.7%
(0.3%; 1.1%)

0.5%
(0.0%; 0.8%)

0.5%
(0.1%; 0.9%)

0.7%
(0.3%; 1.1%)

2-Word combinations 0.8%
(0.4%; 1.2%)

1.5%
(1.1%; 1.9%)

1.8%
(1.4%; 2.1%)

0.4%
(0.0%; 0.8%)

0.9%
(0.5%; 1.3%)

1.0%
(0.5%; 1.4%)

Noun phrases 0.7%
(0.3%; 1.1%)

0.7%
(0.3%; 1.1%)

0.7%
(0.3%; 1.1%)

0.3%
(−0.1%; 0.7%)

0.4%
(0.0%; 0.8%)

0.6%
(0.2%; 1.0%)

Benchmark: trivial majority classifier 0.0%
(−0.4%; 0.4%)

0.2%
(−0.2%; 0.7%)
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strong increase in return profits. The 2-word combinations again show
highest performance. As each message has a stock return of different
magnitude, the computed average of stock returns are not fullymonoton-
ically related to classification accuracies. For noun phrases, the feature se-
lection only causes an improvement on the second data set. The table
shows raw returns before transaction costs and liquidity restrictions such
as spread and order impact. However, if transaction costs of 0.1% are as-
sumed [28], returns still remain positive. Additionally, liquidity restrictions
are reduced by only considering the top 110most liquid stocks. Still, it will
be difficult to realizeprofits if returns are only at 0.2%or 0.3%. This becomes
even more evident if statistical confidence of results is considered: The
confidence intervals demonstrate the large variability in returns, thus,
always requiring a higher number of trades to allow for statistical stable
results. It is evident that using single words and not employing feature se-
lection put profits at risk. However, 2-word combinations are very likely to
produce significant profits, as the 99.9%-confidence intervals are (1.4%;
2.1%) for DGAP and (0.5%; 1.4%) for EuroAdhoc and are therefore still
positive after transaction costs and liquidity restrictions are factored in.

The analysis of implied stock returns lacked the consideration of
liquidity restrictions which can be substantial for less liquid stocks. To
further validate the applicability in practice of our approach, a second
backtesting in the form of a trading simulation was run.We use trading
returns from our classification run with 2-word combinations and
BNS-based feature selection. In the beginning of the simulation, we as-
sume to have 100,000€ in cash. For each trading signal generated, we
invest 25,000€ and calculate the profit or loss we would have incurred
based on our backtesting stock price information. We again assume a
transaction cost of 0.1%, but now also include spread and order impact
for each stock as estimated by the German Stock Exchange [26] for a
Table 14
Trading return for full portfolio.

Year Portfolio value Simulation Benchmark: HDAX

2000 100,000 −1.2% 1.1%
2001 86,229 −13.8% −22.4%
2002 118,644 37.6% −45.0%
2003 129,955 9.5% 49.6%
2004 157,420 21.1% 5.7%
2005 167,403 6.3% 34.2%
2006 196,168 17.2% 19.9%
2007 213,327 8.7% −0.7%
2008 251,032 17.7% −37.9%
2009 276,191 10.0% 31.2%
2010 310,403 12.4% 26.6%
2011 332,982 7.3% −17.3%
Total (p.a.) 10.9% 1.0%
25,000€ order volume. Resulting realized returns for the full portfolio
with this strategy are shown by Table 14. Performance is compared to
direct investment into the index HDAX which comprises all stocks
which have been in focus for trading.

Although the burst of the dot-combubblewould have lead to losses in
the overall portfolio of more than 13% (with the HDAX losing more than
22%), the approach showed stable performance in the following years.
As it trades on an event-by-event basis, it is less dependent on the overall
market development. Moreover, it is beating the overall performance of
the direct investment into HDAX over the total 11 years despite its con-
servative setup. Based on the trading simulation we can state our fourth
finding:

Finding 4: A profitable trading strategy can be established based on the
signals generated by our approach even after considering
trading commissions and liquidity restrictions
Thereby, more complex feature types and the employment
of a robust feature selection significantly increase returns.
Still, accuracy of the simulation could be further increased
by employing intraday stock price effects for calculating
returns. Despite the consideration of liquidity (i.e., order im-
pact) it has to be noted, that trading returns of up to 11% p.a.
cannot be scaled up tomillions of euros. The simulationwas
carried out with an investment volume of 25,000€ and is
precise for that amount. For larger investment volumes,
order impact increases reducing profit from each trade.

6. Concluding remarks

In summary, our research shows that the combination of advanced
feature extraction methods and our feedback-based feature selection
boosts classification accuracy and allows improved sentiment analytics.
Feature selection significantly improves classification accuracies because
our approach allows reducing the number of less-explanatory features,
i.e., noise, and thus,may limit negative effects of over-fittingwhen apply-
ing machine learning approaches to classify text messages. When
feedback-based feature selection is combinedwith 2-word combinations,
accuracies of up to 76% are achieved. These results were possible as
2-word combinations capture the meaning and context of information
pieces in text.

Results are confirmed by an additional separate data set which is used
only for validation. The separate data set contains news from a different
provider dealing with different companies and also including news from
the UK. Having similar results on two different data sets indicates that
findings can be generalized onto other news types and countries.
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Analysis of the content of the messages indicates that stock price
prediction based on news has limitations well below 100% accuracy
as stock price effects on capital markets also depend on information
not captured by a single financial news message.

To apply our approach in practice, we simulate a simple, but reward-
ing trading strategy to demonstrate achievable returns. Thereby, using
2-word combinations and BNS-based feature selection leads to the
highest returns in the field at a low statistical variance. We do not only
simulate average returns, but also a full investment portfolio over
11 years considering actual investment volumes, trading commissions
and order impacts. Portfolio simulations show that profitability of our
trading strategy is fully competitive compared to absolute return funds
and a direct investment into the respective stock index. However, as the
trading strategy is based on a large number of orders each subject to li-
quidity constraints, the approach cannot be scaled up to infinite invest-
ment volumes.

Our text mining approach was demonstrated in the field of capital
markets — an area with numerous, direct and verifiable exogenous
Feature type Data I: DGAP

Freq-based feature
reduction

Chi2-based feature
selection

B
se

Single words I: based on dictionary P: 60.9% – –

R: 89.4%
F1: 72.5%

Single words II: Retrieved from corpus P: 61.2% P: 61.6% P
R: 87.1% R: 89.1% R
F1: 71.9% F1: 72.9% F

2-Grama P: 59.4% P: 63.0% P
R: 80.4% R: 91.7% R
F1: 68.3% F1: 74.7% F

2-Word combinations P: 63.0% P: 70.0% P
R: 79.2%% R: 89.9% R
F1: 70.2%% F1: 78.7% F

Noun phrases P: 61.7% P: 61.5% P
R: 84.4% R: 90.4% R
F1: 71.3% F1: 73.2% F
feedback. Such feedback is essential to develop, improve and test a text
mining approach.

However, since our approach is multi-applicable, it can be used on
different data sets fulfilling the following requirements: First, the text
base consists of a sufficiently large number of single text messages
with a minimum number of relevant words. The minimum corpus size
depends on the variety of content. The higher the variety, the more
textmessages are needed to allow for sound training and validation. Sec-
ond, for each text message verifiable exogenous feedback (like e.g., the
stock price reaction in our case) must be available which directly corre-
sponds to the text message. Difficulties arise when feedback is only pro-
vided for multiple text messages, e.g., if multiple messages form a
negotiation log and only one outcome for the whole negotiation is avail-
able. Examples for application areas outside capital market research,
which fulfill these criteria, can be found in customer relationship man-
agement where email communication forms the textual message base
and the subsequent consumer action forms the corresponding feedback
[6]. Other areas include marketing, security and content handling.
Appendix A

Table 15 detailed listing of precision (P), recall (R), and F1-measure (F1) for results of Table 7.
Data set II: EuroAdhoc

NS-based feature
lection

Freq-based feature
reduction

Chi2-based feature
selection

BNS-based feature
selection

P: 53.9% – –

R: 94.3%
F1: 68.6%

: 61.6% P: 54.3% P: 54.4% P: 54.6%
: 88.8% R: 91.0% R: 94.3% R: 94.4%
1: 72.7% F1: 68.0% F1: 69.0% F1: 69.2%
: 63.5% P: 54.2% P: 55.2% P: 56.3%
: 90.1% R: 89.4% R: 95.2% R: 95.5%
1: 74.5% F1: 67.5% F1: 69.9% F1: 70.8%
: 71.8% P: 54.3% P: 58.5% P: 61.2%
: 93.1% R: 86.4% R: 89.5% R: 96.1%
1: 81.1% F1: 66.7% F1: 70.8% F1: 74.8%
: 63.2% P: 54.1% P: 54.6% P: 55.8%
: 87.5% R: 87.9% R: 92.1% R: 92.4%
1: 73.4% F1: 67.0% F1: 68.5% F1: 69.6%
aPerformance of 3-Gram was slightly weaker than 2-Gram and is therefore not listed. 3-Gram suffer from a high number of combinations
causing a rapid decrease in actual frequencies per feature.
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